Context. The impact of the stellar mass on the giant planet properties is still to be fully understood. Main-Sequence (MS) stars more massive than the Sun remain relatively unexplored in radial velocity (RV) surveys, due to their characteristics that hinder classical RV measurements. Aims. Our aim is to characterize the close (up to ∼2 au) giant planet (GP) and brown dwarf (BD) population around AF MS stars and compare this population to stars with different masses. Methods. We used the SOPHIE spectrograph located on the 1.93m telescope at Observatoire de Haute-Provence to observe 125 northern, MS AF dwarfs. We used our dedicated SAFIR software to compute the RV and other spectroscopic observables. We characterized the detected substellar companions and computed the GP and BD occurrence rates combining the present SOPHIE survey and a similar HARPS survey.
Introduction
More than three thousands exoplanets and brown dwarfs (BD) have now been confirmed 1 , while thousands of other Kepler candidates await confirmation. Most of these substellar companions are close (≤5-10 au) from their host star and have been Send offprint requests to: simon.borgniet@obspm.fr Based in part on observations made at Observatoire de Haute Provence (CNRS), France.
1 http://exoplanet.eu, Schneider et al. (2011). detected via radial velocity (RV) and transit surveys (see e.g. Borucki et al., 2010 , Howard et al., 2011 , Fressin et al., 2013 , Mayor et al., 2014 . Giant, gaseous planets are at the core of the planetary systems as they carry most of their mass. These close giant planets (GP) have revealed an unexpected diversity in terms of both orbital (period, eccentricity, inclination) and physical (mass, composition) properties. This variety underlines the complexity of the different processes and interactions that shape the GP population, both in terms of formation, migra-tion, dynamical interactions or influence of the primary host star.
While our understanding of the GP formation and evolution mechanisms has dramatically improved over the past twenty years, the influence of the stellar properties on the GP distribution remains a key topic. For example, it is now well-established that the giant planet (GP) frequency increases with the stellar metallicity for solar-like, Main-Sequence (MS) FGK dwarfs (Santos et al., 2004 , Fischer & Valenti, 2005 .
However, the impact of the stellar host mass on its companion properties is still not fully understood. The core-accretion formation process, that is believed to be at the origin of most of the RV and transit planets, predicts an increase of the GP frequency with the stellar mass (up to 3-3.5 M Kennedy & Kenyon, 2008) . This was confirmed by comparing the GP occurrence rates derived from RV surveys of low-mass M dwarfs (see e.g. Bonfils et al., 2013) and of solar-mass FGK dwarfs (see e.g. Cumming et al., 2008) . Subgiant and giant stars seem to confirm this trend for higher stellar masses, as higher GP occurrence rates than around solar-mass dwarfs have been reported for these evolved stars (see e.g. Johnson et al., 2010 , Reffert et al., 2015 . However, the actual mass and origin of these evolved stars is subject to an ongoing controversy, as several studies argue that these giants do not significantly differ from solar-type stars in terms of masses, and are consequently their descendants (instead of being the descendants of AF MS stars; see the list of references in Borgniet et al., 2016) .
AF stars with well-established masses above 1 M on the Main Sequence are generally rejected from RV surveys due to their specific characteristics (fewer spectral lines and faster rotation) that hinder classical RV measurements. A recent survey has targeted chemically peculiar Ap stars, which exhibit lower rotational velocities and more narrow spectral lines than typical AF MS dwarfs (Hartmann & Hatzes, 2015) .
Our group developed twelve years ago the SAFIR tool (Software for the Analysis of the Fourier Interspectrum Radial velocities Galland et al., 2005b ) specifically dedicated to derive RV measurements of AF MS stars as precise as possible. For one target, SAFIR cross-correlates each observed spectrum with a reference spectrum built from all the acquired spectra instead of a binary mask, allowing to reach a better RV precision (closer to the photon noise limit defined by Bouchy et al., 2001) . Even if this RV precision remains intrinsically degraded compared to cooler and/or slower rotating stars, we developed SAFIR (as well as other specific tools) to demonstrate that close ( 3 au), massive (≥ 1 M Jup ) GP and BD companions can indeed be searched for around AF MS stars (Galland et al., 2005a , Meunier et al., 2012 .
From 2005 to 2016, we carried out a survey targeting GP and BD orbiting within ∼3 au around southern AF MS dwarfs with the HARPS spectrograph (High-Accuracy Radial velocity Planet Searcher, see Pepe et al., 2002) on the 3.6 m ESO telescope at La Silla Observatory in Chile. During this survey, we i) detected three new GP around two F5-6V stars (Desort et al., 2008) , ii) showed that GP more massive than Jupiter and BD are often detectable at periods up to a thousand days around MS AF dwarfs more massive than the Sun , and iii) derived the first constraints on the occurrence rates of such companions (Borgniet et al., 2016, hereafter Paper IX) . Meanwhile, we carried out a survey of northern AF MS stars with the SOPHIE echelle fiber-fed spectrograph (Bouchy & Sophie Team, 2006) , which is the successor of the ELODIE spectrograph (Baranne et al., 1996) on the 1.93 m telescope at Observatoire de Haute-Provence in France. Most of the observations were made in the course of the SP4 program within the SOPHIE consortium (Bouchy et al., 2009 ). The first results of our SOPHIE survey, regarding the complex RV variations of HD 185395 and the detection of a ∼3 M Jup GP orbiting with a ∼320-day period around HD 113337, were presented in Desort et al. (2009) and Borgniet et al. (2014) , respectively. This paper first presents our SOPHIE survey and its results, and then presents a statistical analysis combining our SOPHIE and HARPS targets from Paper IX to make a single, global study. The SOPHIE-HARPS combination is possible here because: i) the HARPS and SOPHIE instruments work on the same principles; ii) they have a similar instrumental RV precision (less than 1 m.s −1 for HARPS versus a few m.s −1 for SOPHIE); iii) our surveys have the same overall characteristics; and iv) we use exactly the same reduction and analysis that we made for our HARPS sample in Paper IX. In Sect. 2, we describe our SOPHIE sample and observations and give a brief outline of our computational tool, our observables and our RV variability diagnosis. Sect. 3 is dedicated to the detection and characterization of giant planets and other long-term companions within our SOPHIE survey. In Sect. 4 we make a global analysis of the combined SOPHIE + HARPS sample: i) we characterize the RV intrinsic variability of our targets, ii) we derive the search completeness of our combined survey, and iii) we combine the companion detections and the detection limits to compute the close companion (GP and BD) occurrence rates and estimate their (mass, period) distribution around AF MS stars. We conclude in Sect. 5.
Description of the SOPHIE survey

Sample
Our SOPHIE sample is made of 125 AF MS dwarf stars with spectral types in the range A0V to F9V. We detail the physical properties of our sample in Appendix A. We selected our targets using the same selection process as for our HARPS survey (see more details in Lagrange et al., 2009, Paper IX and Appendix B) . Briefly, our selection relies on the following criteria: i) the spectral type; ii) the distance to the Sun, and iii) the exclusion of known SB2 binary, chemically peculiar stars, or confirmed δ Scuti or γ Doradus pulsators. We ended up with 125 targets with B − V in the range -0.02 to 0.56, v sin i in the range 3 to 250 km.s −1 , and masses in the range 1 to 2.5 M (Fig. 1) . Note that the exclusion of known pulsators results in a visible dichotomy between our ∼A-and ∼F-type targets.
Observations
We observed our 125 SOPHIE targets mainly between November 2006 and April 2014. We made some additional observations later (2015) (2016) to complete our survey for the targets with the less data and to further monitor the most interesting targets. We acquired the SOPHIE spectra in high-resolution mode (R ∼75000), in the 3872-6943 Å wavelength range. As done with our HARPS targets, we adapted the exposure times depending on the observing conditions and on the target magnitude in order to get a high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), of at least 100 at λ = 550 nm. We made most of the exposures in the simultaneous-Thorium mode, for which the SOPHIE A fiber is centered on the target while the B fiber is fed by a Thorium lamp. This allows to follow and correct for a potential instrumental RV drift induced by local temperature or pressure variations, if needed. For very bright targets (very small exposure times), we acquired the spectra in the SOPHIE standard spectroscopy mode (which is appropriate for very bright targets), for which the A fiber is centered on the target while the B fiber is not illuminated. Our observing strategy and analysis are fully detailed in Paper IX. Briefly, we acquire at least two consecutive spectra at each epoch/visit during several consecutive nights to estimate the short-term stellar jitter of our ∼F-type targets, whereas we acquire multiple consecutive spectra per epoch for our ∼A-type targets, to mitigate the effect of pulsations.
The median time baseline of our SOPHIE survey is 1448 days or ∼4 years (the mean time baseline being 1640 days or 4.5 years), with a median spectrum number per target of 23 (36 on average) acquired during a median number of 11 visits (17 on average, Fig. 2 ).
Observables
As done for our HARPS sample, we compute the RV and, whenever possible, the line profiles and the chromospheric emission in the Calcium lines of our targets with our software SAFIR (Chelli, 2000 , Galland et al., 2005b . The main principles of SAFIR are fully detailed in Paper IX. Our main observables are the RV, the spectrum cross-correlation function (CCF) and its full width at half maximum (FWHM), the bissector velocity span (hereafter BIS, Queloz et al., 2001 ) and the logR HK . Our main (but not the only) diagnosis to classify the RV variability of our targets and distinguish between its possible sources is the (RV, BIS) diagram. See Paper IX for a fully detailed description of our various observables and of our variability criteria and diagnosis. Very briefly, we classify our targets as RV variable if the total RV amplitude and the RV standard deviation are at least six (respectively two) times larger than the mean RV uncertainty. A RV-BIS anti-correlation is most likely the indication of stellar magnetic activity, a RV-BIS vertical diagram indicates pulsations and a flat RV-BIS diagram points toward companionship; CCF distortions and/or RV-FWHM correlation might indicate the presence of a SB2 or SB1 binary. More detailed results on our target observables can be found in Appendix A.
Note that we quadratically add 5 m.s −1 of systematic error to the SOPHIE uncertainties to take into account the SOPHIE instrumental error (Díaz et al., 2012 , Bouchy et al., 2013 , Borgniet et al., 2014 . Such an error may be slightly excessive for the latest SOPHIE measurements (see below), but we prefer to stay conservative and keep the same uncertainty for all our data.
SOPHIE+
In June 2011 (BJD 2455730), SOPHIE was updated (nicknamed SOPHIE+) by implementing octagonal fibers at the fiber link (Bouchy et al., 2013) . Prior to this update, the SOPHIE RV were known to exhibit a systematic bias induced by the insufficient scrambling of the old fiber link. This bias was called the "seeing effect" as seeing variations at the fiber entrance were causing RV variations (Boisse et al., 2011) . One way to correct for this bias is to measure the RV in the blue and red halves of each SOPHIE spectral order and compute their difference δ RV , which should be correlated to the original RV if affected by the seeing effect, as detailed by Díaz et al. (2012) . We applied the same correction in SAFIR, computing δ RV for all spectra acquired prior to June 2011, and correcting the RV from the δ RV correlation if needed (i.e. if the Pearson's correlation coefficient was above 0.5 in absolute value). This happened for sixteen of our targets for which the δ RV correlation was > 0.5.
Detected companions in the SOPHIE survey
Giant planets
In this section, we present two planetary systems with three GP, either confirmed or probable candidates. The host stars fundamental properties are detailed in Table 1 , and the orbital parameters of the detected and/or candidate GP in Table 2 . The RV and line profile data of these systems are showed in details in Appendix D.
3.1.1. The HD 113337 system Summary of first planet detection -We reported the detection of a giant planet orbiting around HD 113337 and characterized it in Borgniet et al. (2014) , hereafter BO14. HD 113337 (HIP 63584) is a F6V star with a 1.41 M stellar mass (Allende Prieto & Lambert, 1999) , a slight infrared excess attributed to a cold debris disk (Rhee et al., 2007) , and may be relatively young (possible age of 150 ± 100 Myr, see BO14). Based on 266 SOPHIE RV measurements spanning six years, we reported clear ∼320-day periodic RV variations along with a longerterm, quadratic-shaped RV drift and a flat (RV, BIS) diagram. We showed that the periodic RV variations are induced by a m p sin i ∼2.8 M Jup giant planet orbiting around HD 113337 with a 324-day period on an eccentric orbit (e 0.46). Based on weak long-term variations observed in the BIS and FWHM, we finally supposed that the long-term quadratic RV variation was more probably induced by a stellar activity cycle than by an additional companion.
New SOPHIE data -As a target of great interest, we continued to observe HD 113337 with SOPHIE in 2014-2016, adding 35 additional spectra to our database and consequently expanding the time baseline by ∼3 years, up to 9.2 years (3369 days). We display the main SOPHIE spectroscopic observables for this target in Fig. D. 1. Most interestingly, the new RV data exhibits a clear rebound on the long-term scale around Julian Day (hereafter JD) ∼2457000. It thus means that the long-term RV variations cannot longer be modeled by a quadratic fit anymore and could possibly be periodic. We computed the RV periodograms according to the Lomb-Scargle definition (Scargle, 1982 , Press & Rybicki, 1989 , and also with the CLEAN algorithm (which deconvolves the Lomb-Scargle periodogram from the window function, see Roberts et al., 1987) . Both periodograms exhibit two clear peaks (Fig. D. 1, top row): i) one at ∼320 days, corresponding to the already known GP (hereafter HD 113337b); and ii) another one at ∼3200 days, corresponding to the long-term variations.
The BIS data has a 24.5 m.s −1 dispersion and does not show any high-amplitude variations. However, a slight longterm variation may be present with a BIS extremum between BJD 2455600 and BJD 2456500, approximately ( Fig. D.1 , second row). Except for two peaks at ∼2 and ∼3 days that are probably induced by the stellar rotation, the BIS Lomb-Scargle periodogram does not exhibit any significant signal for periods up to 1000 days. However it shows power between 2000 and 4000 days, i.e. in roughly the same period range as the observed RV long-term variations. When looking at the BIS CLEAN periodogram, the long-term peak is centered at a ∼2000-day periodicity (i.e. quite distinct from the ∼3200-day RV periodicity) and is no longer the highest peak in the periodogram (the highest peak being at ∼2.5 days). The (RV, BIS) diagram is nearly flat (with a 0.12 ± 0.02 linear slope and a Pearson correlation coefficient of -0.32), thus ruling out stellar activity as the only source of the RV variations.
The FWHM time series exhibits a high-amplitude (∼250 m.s −1 ) long-term variation, with a minimum between BJD 2455700 and BJD 2456200 (Fig. D.1, third row) . In the same way as the BIS, the FWHM Lomb-Scargle periodogram exhibits power between 2000 and 4000 days, and the FWHM CLEAN periodogram exhibits a clear, single peak around 2200 days. There is no other significant signal at shorter periods; the peaks present in the Lomb-Scargle periodogram around 200-400 days and at ∼30 days are aliases induced by the temporal sampling (see window function). The Pearson coefficients for the (RV, FWHM) and (BIS, FWHM) couples are 0.25 (no correlation) and -0.49 (anti-correlation), respectively. This suggests a common origin for the long-term (high-amplitude) FWHM and (low-amplitude) BIS variations (possibly an activity cycle) while giving further credence to another origin to the RV variations.
HD 113337 does not show any chromospheric emission in the Calcium H and K lines (Borgniet et al., 2014) . The logR HK has a mean value of -4.76 and does not exhibit any significant signal.
A second GP around HD 113337 ? Given the new SOPHIE RV data, one can try to fit HD 113337 RV variations with a 2-planet Keplerian orbital model ( Fig. D.1 ). To perform the Keplerian fits, we used the yorbit software , as we did in our previous studies (see e.g. BO14 and Paper IX). Our two-planet best solution gives orbital parameters for planet b that are in agreement with the values that we derived in BO14 in terms of period (323 ± 1 days against 324 ± 2 days, respectively) and minimal mass (3 ± 0.3 M Jup against 2.8 ± 0.3 M Jup , respectively). Interestingly, the eccentricity of planet b is significantly reduced by going from a 1-planet to a 2-planet solution (from 0.46 ± 0.04 down to 0.36 ± 0.03, respectively). If considering that the RV long-term variations are induced by a second GP (hereafter planet c), our best model would correspond to a period of ∼ 3265 ± 134 days and a 6.9 ± 0.6 M Jup minimal mass on a slightly eccentric (e 0.2) orbit. The RV residuals of the 2-planet Keplerian fit show a remaining dispersion of ∼23 m.s −1 (Fig. D.1 , fifth row), with a significant anti-correlation with the BIS (Pearson coefficient of -0.44). The periodograms of the RV residuals mainly show small peaks at ∼2 and ∼4 days, as well as at ∼90 days. None of these periodicities can be properly fitted with yorbit. We attribute the short-period peaks to the stellar rotation as they are also present in the BIS periodogram. The origin of the remaining ∼90-day peak is less clear, but a similar peak is present in the BIS periodograms (Fig. D.1, second row) . Thus, we do not find any significant sign of a third companion-induced periodicity. The orbital parameters we deduced from the 2-planet Keplerian fit are fully detailed in Table 2 .
While the long-term RV variation can be well modeled by a Keplerian fit corresponding to a second GP, other possible origins can also be considered, due to the presence of FWHM (and, on a much smaller scale, BIS) long-term variations. We review below different hypothesis and their pros and cons (second GP included), and explain why we consider the second GP hypothesis the most convincing one:
1. An activity cycle. Magnetic activity cycles are characterized by the rise and fall of the number of magnetically active structures on the stellar photosphere (such as dark spots and bright faculae) over durations much longer than the stellar rotation period. They can induce RV and/or line profile and/or logR HK variations. Activity cycles with associated timescales of a few years are relatively common among FGK MS dwarfs (see e.g. Schröder et al., 2013) . For example, reconstructed solar RV exhibit a peak-to-peak RV amplitude of 8-10 m.s −1 over solar cycle 23 (Meunier et al., 2010) . Given that HD 113337 v sin i of 6 km.s −1 is larger than SOPHIE instrumental resolution (∼4 km.s −1 ), magnetic stellar activity should induce both RV and line profile (BIS and/or FWHM) variations (see e.g. Desort et al., 2007, Lagrange et al., 2009, and Paper IX) . In this hypothesis, an activity cycle with a duration of the order of the candidate planet c period would explain both the FWHM and BIS long-term variations (and their correlation) as well as the RV long-term variations. We consider though that this interpretation suffers an important weakness: the RV corrected from the Keplerian fit of planet b only and the FWHM are not correlated (Pearson's coefficient < 0.1, see Figs. D.1 and 3). This is due to the RV and FWHM long-term variations being significantly shifted in phase (considering a period of ∼3265 days from the 2-planet Keplerian fit). A phase shift of 15 to 30
• between RV, BIS and FWHM activity-induced variations can be expected in the case of short-term stellar activity linked to the stellar rotational period (see e.g. Santos et al., 2014 , Dumusque et al., 2014 show that an active region crossing the visible stellar disk induces a RV shift and a line profile deformation with a slight phase shift). However, such a phase shift cannot be present in the case of a long-term activity cycle, where the RV and line profile long-term variations are induced by the changing active region filling factor of the stellar disk along the cycle (Borgniet et al., 2015) , being thus correlated . In the case of HD 113337, we derived the Pearsons coefficient of the RV residuals of planet b versus FWHM while shifting in phase the FWHM along the ∼3265-day period deduced from the 2-planet Keplerian fit (Fig. 3) . The highest correlation (∼0.65) is reached for a phase shift of ∼0.45 (or 1470 days) while the highest anticorrelation (∼ −0.65) is reached for a phase shift of ∼0.7 (or 2290 days). While we still do not understand everything about stellar magnetic activity cycles, we consider that the observed shift between the RV and FWHM long-term variations is a strong argument against the activity cycle origin for the RV long-term variations, given our present knowledge . We note that long-period RV planets have already been distinguished from activity cycles by looking for the presence of a phase shift between the RV and the logR HK taken as an activity proxy (Wright, 2016) . 2. A faint, low-mass stellar companion to HD 113337 in a (nearly) pole-on configuration could be just bright enough to slightly blend the primary spectrum, and thus induce the long-term FWHM and (low-amplitude) RV variations. HD 113337 v sin i is quite low for a F6V spectral type (see Borgniet et al., 2014) , meaning that the system could well be seen inclined (assuming that the star rotates in the same plane as the planetary system). Furthermore, HD 113337 is host to a cold debris disk that is most likely also see inclined (K. Su, private comm.). However, in such a configuration, the RV and FWHM companion-induced variations would also have to be correlated (see Sect. 3.3.11), which is not the case here. Moreover, given the ∼7 M Jup minimal mass of the second candidate companion, the system inclination would have to be smaller than 3
• to allow for an actual companion mass of ∼150 M Jup , which makes it quite unprobable statistically.bStellar mass-luminosity relations (Baraffe et al., 1998) taken for an age between 120 and 500 Myr show that a companion mass of 150 M Jup would translate into a contrast of 6 magnitudes with the primary in the H-band, and so even greater in the V-band. This would make the effect of the companion light on the primary spectrum completely negligible (especially when using a reference built from the primary spectra for the cross-correlation). Thus, we find the hypothesis of a low-mass stellar companion difficult to support given the observations. 3. Planet c. The RV and FWHM long-term variations are phaseshifted, which is not coherent with a magnetic activity cycle (see above). Furthermore, if plotting the BIS versus the RV residuals of planet b ( Fig. D.1 , fourth row), we find a still nearly flat diagram with a linear slope of 0.14 ± 0.02 and a correlation coefficient of -0.29. These values are very close to those we find for the (RV, BIS) diagram (see above), meaning that the horizontal spread in the (RV, BIS) diagram (characteristic of the presence of a companion) may well be induced by more than one planet. On the contrary, the RV residuals of the 2-planet fit plotted versus the BIS show a linear slope of 0.49 ± 0.05 and an enhanced anti-correlation (-0.44, see above), meaning that the remaining RV dispersion is likely induced by stellar activity. We consider that the presence of a second GP in the system is thus a very convincing explanation for the RV long-term variations and the shapes of the RV and RV residuals versus BIS diagrams. The additional presence of a long-term activity cycle would then explain the long-term FWHM and BIS variations, and the anti-correlation present between the RV residuals and the BIS.
To conclude here, we decided to classify HD 113337 as a candidate 2-planet system (planet b being confirmed and planet c still a candidate).
Additional remarks -In addition to the SOPHIE observations, we are carrying out a multi-technique (optical interferometry, disk imaging, and deep imaging of the outer environment) study of the HD 113337 system. The aim of this study is to bring as many constraints as possible on the system characteristics (both in terms of stellar fundamental parameters, age, inclination, etc) and to fully cover the companion (mass, separation) space. This will be the topic of a forthcoming, dedicated paper.
The giant planet around HD 16232
HD 16232 (30 Ari B, HIP 12184) is a F6V dwarf star around which Guenther et al. (2009) reported the detection of a substellar companion of ∼10 M Jup minimal mass, based on RV observations. This companion was further characterized Table 2 (the corresponding best model is displayed in red).
thanks to new RV measurements (for a total of 110 spectra; see Kane et al., 2015, hereafter K15) . These authors made a new estimation of the companion orbital parameters, making it of planetary nature, and additionally detected a long-term linear RV trend likely induced by a distant stellar companion. The Keplerian+linear fit performed by K15 thus gives m p sin i = 6.6 ± 0.9 M Jup , P = 345.4 ± 3.8 days and e = 0.18 ± 0.11 (corresponding to a 1.01 ± 0.01 au sma) for HD 16232b.
As part of our SOPHIE survey, we acquired 27 spectra on HD 16232, covering a 1893-day time baseline. These data are enough to allow us to clearly see the long-term RV trend firstly detected by K15 in our SOPHIE RV ( Fig. D. 2, third row). Furthermore, we find that the SOPHIE BIS versus RV diagram looks composite, with an horizontal spread indicative of a companion and a vertical spread induced by stellar activity and/or low-level pulsations. The SOPHIE BIS and FWHM do not show any significant signal. We characterize the binary companion at the origin of the long-term RV trend in more details in Sect. 3.3.2. However, we do not detect any other signal than the binary-induced trend in our SOPHIE RV ( Fig. D.2 , sixth row). This non-detection may be induced by our smaller number of observations compared to K15 and because our GP detectability is significantly degraded by the presence of the additional RV trend induced by the distant stellar companion. When plotting both RV data sets phased along the period from K15 (Fig. 4) , we find that our SOPHIE RV and the best model from K15 are not in a perfect agreement; however it is unclear if this is induced by a phase shift between our data and the fit or by the relatively high stellar noise in the data. If combining both RV data sets with yorbit, we do not achieve a good 1-planet Keplerian fit. Note that we obtain a much better RV accuracy than K15 thanks to the use of SOPHIE and SAFIR. The Lomb-Scargle periodogram of the SOPHIE RV is completely dominated by the window function, due to the presence of the RV linear drift. On the contrary, the Lomb-Scargle and CLEAN periodograms of the more consequent K15 RV dataset exhibit a clear peak at the planet period.
To investigate the impact of our temporal sampling on HD 16232b detectability, we computed the expected RV given K15 orbital fit at the epochs of our SOPHIE observations. To do so, we extrapolated the Keplerian+linear fit from K15 to our observation epochs, and then added RV white noise with the same dispersion as the short-term (1-night) RV jitter we obtained in our SOPHIE RV data. These extrapolated RV look the same as our SOPHIE RV, the RV linear drift being detectable, but not the planet-induced periodic RV variations ( Fig. D.2 , second row). Moreover, the Lomb-Scargle periodogram of the extrapolated RV look very much the same as for our SOPHIE RV (i.e. it is dominated by the window function), meaning that the GP detected by K15 is most probably non-detectable here, given our temporal sampling, our low number of observations compared to K15, and the level of short-term RV stellar jitter. Additional SOPHIE observations sampled over the orbital period of HD 16232b could allow to raise the ambiguity.
In the context of the following statistical analysis, we nonetheless decided to include HD 16232b as a strong candidate GP. Based on the Keplerian fit by K15, we computed HD 16232b minimal mass considering a stellar mass of 1.2 M to be fully consistent with our stellar mass values, finding a slightly increased m p sin i = 6.8 ± 1.4 M Jup . We include the detailed parameters of the Keplerian fit in Table 2 .
θ Cyg: a system with complex RV variations
We detail here our results on HD 185395 or θ Cyg, a target that we observed extensively along our SOPHIE survey and that exhibits intringuingly complex RV and line profile variations. The RV and line profile data of θ Cyg are illustrated in details in Appendix D.
The HD 185395 system -We presented our first results on θ Cyg (F4-5V, 1.37 M ) in Desort et al. (2009) , hereafter D09. We made a first analysis of the RV based on 91 ELODIE spectra and our first 162 SOPHIE spectra. We showed in D09 that both ELODIE and SOPHIE datasets exhibit a strong quasi-periodic RV signal, with a ∼220 m.s −1 amplitude and a main periodicity of ∼150 days. Along with these RV variations was a flat (RV, BIS) diagram, the BIS variations being of much smaller amplitude (∼50 m.s −1 ) than the RV. We argued in D09 that given the 7 km.s −1 v sin i of the target, such a flat (RV, BIS) diagram would usually be a clear evidence that the RV variations are induced by a planetary companion and are not of stellar origin. However, we also showed that despite this flat (RV, BIS) diagram, the BIS exhibits a strong periodicity of around 150 days, making the origin of this periodicity puzzling. Furthermore, the ∼150-day RV variations could not be easily fitted with Keplerian models, with no stable and/or satisfying solution. We concluded in D09 that the origin of these complex RV and BIS variations could not yet be assessed. In addition, we reported the detection by imaging of a wide stellar companion to θ Cyg, that yet could not be responsible for the ∼150-day RV and line profile variations. θ Cyg was also independently followed in RV by another team (Howard & Fulton, 2016) . Based on 223 RV measurements obtained at the Lick Observatory, these authors also detected the long-term RV drift, as well as the quasi-periodic RV variations at ∼150 days, that they deemed statistically non-significant.
Finally, θ Cyg has been a target of interest in optical and IR interferometry. Multiple VEGA observations allowed Ligi et al. (2012) to make a first estimation of θ Cyg angular diameter.
Furthermore, the unusually high jitter and a possible periodic variability in the squared visibility measurements led these authors to speculate on the presence of a low-mass, unseen close stellar companion as the possible source of the RV and interferometric jitter. However, the more recent study of White et al. (2013) , based notably on IR closure phase (CP) measurements made with the Michigan Infrared Combiner (MIRC, Monnier et al., 2004) interferometer on CHARA, found no evidence for a close stellar companion to θ Cyg. Based on the CP, these authors derived upper limits on a potential companion brightness, and found that a companion would have to be fainter than the primary by at least 4.7 magnitudes in the H-band between 0.2 and 0.4 au, and fainter by at least 3.4 magnitudes between 0.4 and 0.7 au. Using stellar mass-luminosity relations (Baraffe et al., 1998) for an age of ∼1 Gyr, this translates into upper masses of 0.3 and 0.5 M , respectively.
New SOPHIE data -We acquired 164 additional spectra on θ Cyg from 2009 to 2016, raising the total number of SOPHIE spectra to 326, and extending the SOPHIE time baseline to 3482 days (∼9.5 years). We display the main SOPHIE spectroscopic observables in Fig HD 185395 BIS shows only low-amplitude variations (rms 12.5 m.s −1 ), thus leading to a flat (RV, BIS) diagram, indicative of a companion. However, the BIS Lomb-Scargle periodogram exhibits a single peak at a 145-day periodicity (in agreement with D09) which is also present in the CLEAN periodogram. The FWHM shows periodic variations with a 207 m.s −1 total amplitude (rms 38 m.s −1 ), corresponding to a single peak at 149 days on the FWHM periodograms. The amount of correlation between the RV corrected from the quadratic fit and the FWHM is low (-0.3), but slightly higher than between the uncorrected RV and the FWHM (-0.2). Both the BIS and FWHM data can be fitted fairly well with a nearly sinusoidal model with yorbit, with periods of 144 and 148 days, respectively, and marginally compatible phases. Finally, we remind that θ Cyg does not show any chromospheric emission in the Calcium lines (< logR HK > = -4.82).
Origin of the RV variations -As already showed by D09, a purely stellar origin to the ∼150-days RV and line profile variations is unlikely. Given θ Cyg v sin i of ∼7 km.s −1 , the rotational modulation of stellar magnetic activity should induce RV-correlated BIS variability, which is inconsistent with the flat (RV, BIS) diagram. Stellar granulation is not known to induce such high-amplitude RV variations at such a long period, whereas magnetic activity cycles last much longer given our present knowledge (several years, see Baliunas et al., 1995 . Finally, most of stellar pulsations (i.e. solarlike or γ Dor-type) happen at much shorter periodicities; Kepler data have revealed solar-like oscillations on θ Cyg, but no other clear pulsation pattern (Guzik et al., 2011) . Borgniet et al. (2014) .4) 2.9 (8.6) -m p sin i M Jup 6.8 ± 1.4 3 ± 0.3 6.9 ± 0.6 a P au 1.03 ± 0.01 1.03 ± 0.02 4.8 ± 0.23 † The orbital parameters for HD 16232b have been computed with yorbit based on the RV measurements given by Kane et al. (2015) and the stellar mass value from Allende Prieto & Lambert (1999) . The number in parenthesis refers to the model assuming a constant velocity.
A second hypothesis could be the presence of a close, unseen low-mass stellar companion, which was not explored by D09. Such a companion would be just bright enough to slightly blend the primary spectrum and induce the ∼150-day periodic variation in both the RV and the line profile observables without significantly altering the CCF shape. Santerne et al. (2015) showed that under some configurations, such an unresolved double-lined spectroscopic binary (hereafter SB2) would produce only a very weak correlation between the RV and the BIS, making it looking like a planetary signal. However, these authors also emphasized that even in such configurations, the FWHM should still be correlated to the RV, while here the θ Cyg RV-FWHM correlation is weak. In contrast, a more convincing example of a RV-FWHM correlation probably induced by a spectroscopic binary can be found for HD 191195 (Sect. 3.3.11) . For masses between ∼0 (i.e., negligible compared to the primary) and 0.5 M , such a companion on a (nearly circular) 150-day orbital period would have a sma between 0.6 and 0.7 au, respectively. This falls into the separation range covered by the interferometric detection limits (≤ 0.5 M ) from White et al. (2013) . The H-band contrasts provided by these authors may well translate into larger contrasts in the V-band (i.e., the SOPHIE range) that would exclude significant effects on the CCF and RV. While not conclusive, this is another argument against the stellar companion hypothesis.
Finally, the planetary (or multi-planetary) hypothesis was already well explored by D09, but with no satisfying results. We tried to fit various Keplerian models with yorbit to θ Cyg RV (from 1 to 4 planets, with/without trends) and considered the cases detailed by D09, but to no avail. Furthermore, we also considered the ELODIE RV data set from D09, and the RV data set published by Howard & Fulton (2016) . Both these data sets exhibit RV variations of ∼300 m.s −1 amplitude with a periodic character at about 150 days. We also tried to fit these different RV data sets with yorbit, either separately or by combining them. However, we did not get any satisfying solution. Furthermore, the main ∼150-day RV periodicity seems rather variable on our timebase, going from ∼125 days to ∼180 days if dividing our timebase in several slices (Appendix D).
In conclusion, we consider that the origin of θ Cyg mid-term RV variations cannot be definitely determined. The variability of the RV variation period, the similarity of the RV, BIS and FWHM periodograms and the flat (RV, BIS) diagram make it a truly puzzling case.
RV long-term trends and stellar binaries
In this section, we describe fourteen massive and/or distant companions that we confidently identified in our survey. Given our data, most of them must be spectroscopic binaries (SB), while the others are candidate SB. We proceeded in the same way as done and explained before in Paper IX:
1. We identified the companion presence based on various diagnosis -RV variations, flat (RV, BIS) diagram, CCF variability, RV-FWHM correlation. 2. We distinguished between double-lined (SB2) and singlelined (SB1) binaries based on the presence (or absence, respectively) of CCF distortions and/or RV-FWHM correlation. 3. If possible, we fitted the RV with various models (linear, quadratic or keplerian) using both our SOPHIE data and, whenever possible, other RV datasets available in the literature. We then explored the RV residuals looking for lowermass companions. 4. For our targets with long-term (linear or quadratic) RV trends, we constrained the companion properties (m p sin i, sma) given the available data, as we did in Paper IX. Briefly, we assumed the companion period to be at least equal to the observation time baseline, and the RV amplitude induced by the companion to be at least equal to the span of the observed RV trend, considering a circular orbit. We then deduced the corresponding minimal mass vs sma relation (see Paper IX for more details). If appropriate, we looked for additional constraints from the litterature.
HD 10453
HD 10453 (HIP 7916, F5V) shows high-amplitude (∼2.2 km.s −1 peak-to-peak) RV variations over our 1590-day time baseline, along with a distorted CCF and high-amplitude BIS and FWHM variations (Fig. 5 ) that are characteristic of a SB2 binary. We tried to fit the RV variations with yorbit using a Keplerian model. When letting free all the orbital parameters, the best model corresponds to a companion with m p sin i = 31.1 M Jup , P = 249.2 ± 20.5 days and e 0.76. However, given i) the obvious SB2 nature of this companion considering the line profile variations, and ii) that our temporal sampling is far from completely covering the orbital phase of the binary secondary component, we consider that the actual companion mass has to be much larger than this estimation. Note that if running yorbit with various forced periods in the range 100-3000 days, the solutions we find are almost as good as the free-parameter one in terms of χ 2 , highlighting our incomplete temporal sampling. HD 10453 is a known binary. A stellar companion was resolved by speckle interferometry at a projected separation of ∼0.05" (∼2 au, Hartkopf et al., 2012) while Riddle et al. (2015) imaged a stellar companion at a projected separation of ∼0.18" (∼7 au). Given the uncertainties on our orbital parameters, we cannot conclude whether the RV variations are induced by the companion detected by Hartkopf et al. (2012) or Riddle et al. (2015) , or whether the HD 10453 system has more components.
HD 16232
As presented in Sect. 3.1.2, we detect a long-term linear trend in our SOPHIE RV, along with a composite (RV, BIS) diagram indicative of a companion-induced trend (Fig. D.2) . A linear RV trend was already reported by Kane et al. (2015) . To derive the best constraints on this companion, we combined our SOPHIE RV data set with the RV from K15 and fitted a linear RV drift with yorbit. Such a combination of different RV data sets is possible as yorbit includes the RV offsets between the data sets as fitting parameters. The best solution is a linear trend with a −77.4 ± 3.2 m.s −1 .y −1 slope and a 802 m.s −1 amplitude over the combined RV data set (Fig. 6) . The companion responsible for this RV trend has then to be more massive than 10 M Jup and has to be orbiting further than 5.2 au (Fig. 7) .
A stellar companion to 30 Ari B has been imaged at a projected separation of ∼0.54" (∼22 au, Riddle et al., 2015, K15) , with a mass estimated to be roughly 0.5 M (Roberts et al., 2015) . In addition, Kane et al. (2015) estimated that the mass of the imaged companion would have to be higher than 0.29 M (∼304 M Jup ) to explain the RV linear trend they detected. The mass and separation estimated by Roberts et al. (2015) for the companion they imaged are compatible with our constraints on the minimal mass and sma of the companion responsible for the long-term RV trend detected both in our SOPHIE data and in K15 data (Fig. 7) .
HD 20395
HD 20395 (14 Eri, HIP 15244, F5V) shows high-amplitude (∼6.4 km.s −1 ) RV variations along with a flat (RV, BIS) diagram, large variations of the CCF, and an apparent RV-FWHM anti-correlation (Fig. 5 ) that are characteristic of a spectroscopic binary. We used the yorbit software to fit the RV variations. The best solution corresponds to a low-mass stellar companion with P = 675.2 ± 5.9 days, m p sin i ∼163 M Jup and e = 0.33 ± 0.02 (corresponding to a ∼1.7 au sma). However, given that our orbital phase coverage is not complete, we cannot exclude longer periods (and larger m p sin i) for HD 20395B. If constraining the companion orbital period to larger ranges (up to 2.10 4 − 3.10 4 days) with yorbit, reliable orbital solutions can be found (with sma up to ∼15 au, m p sin i up to ∼350 M Jup , and eccentricities up to 0.8). HD 20395 has been reported as an astrometric binary based on its proper motion (Makarov & Kaplan, 2005 , Frankowski et al., 2007 , but without estimations of the orbital parameters.
HD 43318
HD 43318 (HIP 29716, F5V) shows a small (5 ± 0.7 m.s −1 .y −1 ) long-term linear drift in its RV over our ∼1800-day timebase, along with a possibly composite (RV, BIS) diagram (Fig. 5) . We thus classify this trend as a candidate companion-induced one. When corrected from the linear trend, the RV residuals show a dispersion two times smaller than the RV, and the Lomb-Scargle periodogram of the residuals show significantly less power at periods > 100 days. Given the small amplitude of the RV trend over our timebase, the candidate distant companion can be either of GP, BD or stellar nature (Fig. 7) . HD 43318 has not been reported as a binary before.
HD 82328
θ UMA (HIP 46853, F7V) shows a linear RV drift with a 78 m.s −1 amplitude over our 3368-day timebase, that is best fitted with a long-term linear trend (Fig. 5) . If assuming that the period of the companion responsible for the RV trend is at least equal to the total observation timebase, the companion can then be either of BD or stellar nature and has to be orbiting further than 5.3 au from the primary (Fig. 7) . HD 82328 is a known physical binary with a ∼5" projected separation (Allen et al., 2000) . Recently, Tokovinin (2014) has estimated the orbital parameters of the companion based on the absolute V-magnitudes of the components and assuming that the projected separation corresponds to the actual sma of the companion, finding P ∼322 years and m p sin i = 0.16 M . Such a companion is compatible with the detected RV trend (Fig. 7) .
HD 91312
HD 91312 (HIP 51658, A7IV) exhibits a large RV drift (of ∼4.1 km.s −1 amplitude) over our 2635-day timebase (Fig. 8) . As we cannot compute the line profiles for this target (too few spectral lines are available for SAFIR computation), we cannot check the (RV, BIS) diagram. Yet, we conclude that this RV drift is most probably induced by a companion because its amplitude is far larger than the short-term RV dispersion induced by stellar pulsations for this spectral type. This long-term RV drift is best fitted by a linear trend with a −566 ± 25 m.s −1 .y −1 slope; once corrected from the drift, the RV dispersion decreases from 1.75 km.s −1 to 415 m.s −1 . HD 91312 is a known wide (23" or ∼796 au) visual binary, which is dynamically linked according to Kiyaeva et al. (2008) . The very large projected separation of this companion makes it unlikely to be at the origin of the RV drift we detect. This RV trend is then likely induced by an unknown companion. Assuming an orbital period larger than our time baseline, this companion has then to be of stellar mass and has to orbit further than 4.7 au around the primary (Fig. 7) . Interestingly, HD 91312 is still young (∼200 Myr) and shows an IR excess characteristic of the presence of a cold debris disk, according to (Rhee et al., 2007) . A recent SED analysis (Rodriguez & Zuckerman, 2012) gives a dust radius of 179 au; this could then be a circumbinary disk.
HD 143584
HD 143584 (HIP 78296, F0IV) exhibits high-amplitude (∼2 km.s −1 ) RV variations over our 2596-day timebase on both short and long terms, along with a composite (RV, BIS) diagram (Fig. 5) . This is best explained by the presence of both a massive companion and stellar pulsations. The RV variations are best fitted with a long-term quadratic trend, even if periods shorter than our time baseline could still be possible. The dispersion of the RV residuals is 291 m.s −1 , compared to the 592 m.s −1 RV dispersion. Assuming an orbital period larger than our time baseline, the companion responsible for the RV long-term variations would have to be of stellar nature and would have to orbit further than 4.5 au from the primary (Fig. 7) . HD 143584 has not been reported as a binary before.
HD 148048
η Umi (HIP 79822, F5V) exhibits long-term RV variations that are best fitted by a quadratic trend of 1600 m.s −1 amplitude over our 2988-day timebase. The (RV, BIS) diagram is composite with an horizontal spread induced by a companion and a vertical spread induced by stellar pulsations (Fig. 9) . Assuming an orbital period larger than our time baseline, the companion responsible for these RV variations would have to be of stellar nature and would have to orbit further than 4.8 au from the primary (Fig. 7) . HD 148048 has not been reported as a binary before. Fig. 7 . Constraints on the m p sin i and sma of the companions to our targets with RV linear or quadratic trends. Dark gray: possible (mass, sma) domain for the companion given the available RV data, assuming a circular orbit and an orbital period at least equal to our total time baseline. Light gray: extended (mass, sma) domain in the case orbital periods smaller than our total time baseline can still be considered, given the observation temporal sampling. Red diamonds: previously imaged companions from the literature: HD 16232 -DI from Roberts et al. (2015) ; HD 185395 -DI from Desort et al. (2009); HD 199254 -DI from De Rosa et al. (2014) . Blue dots: companions previously detected with astrometry and/or RV from the literature: HD 82328 -astrometry from Tokovinin (2014); HD 212754 -RV from Griffin (2010), and astrometry from Goldin & Makarov (2007) and Tokovinin (2014) . are strongly correlated (Pearson's coefficient of 0.75), which make it a slightly SB2 binary.
HD 162003 has previously been reported as a spectroscopic binary. Based on ∼40 RV measurements spanned over ∼1550 days, Toyota et al. (2009) detected a long-term RV trend of quadratic shape that they attributed to an unseen companion of m p sin i ∼50 M Jup , with a sma lower than 140 au (assuming a circular orbit) to remain stable given the existence of the wide binary ψ 1 Dra B (HD 162004) at a projected separation of ∼30" (∼667 au) from HD 162003. Gullikson et al. (2015) detected this unseen companion (hereafter ψ 1 Dra C) by looking for a secondary peak in the CCF of HD 162003 spectra, in a way similar to Bouchy et al. (2016) . From this analysis, they estimated that ψ 1 Dra C had a mass of ∼0.7 M , making it of stellar nature, and a sma of ∼9 au. Finally, Endl et al. (2016) directly detected ψ 1 Dra C with speckle imaging on the one hand, and, based both on 85 RV measurements spanning 15 years (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) on the other hand, estimated the following orbital parameters: m p sin i ∼ 550 ± 5 M Jup , e = 0.67, P = 6650 ± 160 days, corresponding to a ∼ 8.7 ± 0.1 au sma. We combined our SOPHIE data with the RV from Endl et al. (2016) and fitted a single Keplerian model to the combined RV data set with yorbit. Our best solution corresponds to a companion with a 661 ± 107 M Jup minimal mass, a sma of 24.3 ± 3.8 au and an eccentricity e = 0.87 ± 0.02 (Fig. 6) . We conclude that the RV variations that we detect in our SOPHIE data are induced by ψ 1 Dra C. However, the differences between our Keplerian model and the one derived by Endl et al. (2016) show that the sampling of the companion orbit is still not complete enough to adequately cover the period, meaning that large uncertainties still remain on its orbital parameters.
HD 185395
As presented in Sect. 3.2, we detect a long-term quadratic RV drift in addition to the RV mid-term complex variability of θ Cyg. This specific RV long-term trend is induced by a distant (Fig. D.3) . To derive the best constraints on this companion, we combined our SOPHIE RV data set to the RV acquired with ELODIE before and to the RV data from Howard & Fulton (2016) . This allows to expand the timebase to 5422 days (14.8 years). Over the combined RV data set, the RV quadratic trend induced by the distant companion has an amplitude of ∼370 m.s −1 (Fig. 6) . The companion responsible for this trend is then either of BD or stellar nature and has to orbit further than 7 au from the primary (Fig. 7) .
A distant stellar companion to θ Cyg was imaged by Desort et al. (2009) as a projected separation of 46.5 au from the primary. Based on the measured contrast between the two components and on stellar evolutionary models, these authors deduced a mass of ∼0.35 M for the companion. These estimated mass and projected separation are compatible with the constrains we derive from the RV long-term trend (Fig. 7) .
HD 191195
HD 191195 (F5V, 1.49 M ) exhibits complex RV variations, with a RV peak-to-peak amplitude of 272 m.s −1 and a dispersion of 56.5 m.s −1 (Fig. D.4) . We consequently followed this target intensively, acquiring 265 spectra over a 3191-day (∼8.7 years) time baseline. The RV Lomb-Scargle shows multiple peaks between 100 and 10 3 days, but they are all aliases of a single ∼300-day periodicity, as showed by the RV CLEAN periodogram. The BIS does not show high-amplitude variations (dispersion of 18 m.s −1 ), hence the flat (RV, BIS) diagram. As the RV, the FWHM exhibits high-amplitude (266 m.s −1 peak-to-peak) complex variations. The FWHM Lomb-Scargle and CLEAN periodograms are strikingly similar to the RV ones, with a clear, single peak at ∼300 days in the CLEAN periodogram. We emphasize that HD 191195 RV and FWHM are strongly anti-correlated, with a Pearsons correlation coefficient of -0.65 (Fig. D.4) . Given HD 191195 v sin i of 5.5 km.s −1 , the flat (RV, BIS) diagram points towards a companion as the source of the observed RV variability. We tried to fit single or multi-companion Keplerian models to HD 191195 RV, including one to three planets and an additional linear or quadratic trend. However, none of them is able to reproduce convincingly the RV variations.
We consider that this complex RV variability is induced by a faint stellar companion rather than by a planetary companion. This is strongly supported by the observed RV-FWHM anticorrelation, which can be explained by an unresolved SB2 binary (see Santerne et al., 2015 , and the discussion about θ Cyg in Sect. 3.2). Given HD 191195 relatively small v sin i, we might be seeing this possible binary system under an inclined or even close to pole-on configuration, which would explain such a low RV amplitude for a companion of stellar nature. HD 191195 has not been reported as a binary before.
HD 196524
β Del (HIP 101769, F5IV) shows high-amplitude (2 km.s −1 ) RV variations over our 1179-day timebase, along with a flat (RV, BIS) diagram characteristic of a companion (Fig. 9) . The RV are best fitted by a quadratic model. Assuming an orbital period larger than our time baseline, the companion responsible for this RV trend would have to be of stellar mass and would have to orbit further than 2.8 au from the primary (Fig. 7) .
HD 196524 was already known as a spectroscopic binary (Pourbaix et al., 2004) . Based on astrometric data, Malkov et al. (2012) estimated its period to be of ∼26.7 years, its eccentricity of 0.36 and its sma of ∼0.44" (∼13.6 au). At such a separation and given the mass constraints we bring, such a companion would have a mass larger than ∼200 M Jup (Fig. 7) .
HD 199254
We already detected HD 199254 (HIP 103298, A5V) as a spectroscopic binary thanks to our HARPS RV (see Paper IX). We also observed this target with SOPHIE and we detected a longterm, high-amplitude RV drift. When combining the SOPHIE and HARPS RV data and fitting a trend model with yorbit, we found the best solution to be a slightly quadratic trend of 923 m.s −1 amplitude over the total time baseline of 2400 days (Fig. 6 ). Given our combined RV data, the companion responsible for such a RV trend is of stellar nature and orbits further than 4.5 au from the primary (Fig. 7) . A stellar companion with properties compatible with these constraints was imaged around HD 199254 by (De Rosa et al., 2014 , see details in Paper IX).
HD 210715
HD 210715 (HIP 109521, A5V) exhibits a clear RV linear drift of 1.2 km.s −1 amplitude over the 1880-day timebase. Even if the (RV, BIS) diagram is dominated by a vertical spread induced by stellar pulsations characteristic of its stellar type (Fig. 9) , we consider that the RV long-term trend is induced by a distant massive companion.
HD 210715 has been reported as an astrometric binary (Makarov & Kaplan, 2005 , Frankowski et al., 2007 , but no constraints on the companion parameters are available in the literature. Assuming an orbital period larger than our time baseline, the unseen companion responsible for the RV long-term trend would have to be either of BD or stellar nature and would have to orbit further than 3.9 au from the primary (Fig. 7) .
HD 212754
We acquired only 19 RV measurements over 68 days on HD 212754 (HIP 110785, F7V), but they are enough to detect a high-amplitude (2 km.s −1 ) RV drift of quadratic shape, along with a flat (RV, BIS) diagram and large CCF variations that are indicative of a spectroscopic binary (Fig. 9 ). Given our small timebase, we are not able to fully determine the orbital parameters of the companion. Yet this companion has to orbit further than 0.4 au from the primary and is most probably of stellar nature (Fig. 7) , given the CCF variations.
HD 212754 is a known SB1 (Griffin, 2010) and astrometric binary (Goldin & Makarov, 2007) with an orbital period of ∼931 days, an eccentricity of 0.3-0.4 and a secondary minimal mass of 0.34 M (Tokovinin, 2014) at a separation of ∼59 mas (∼2.3 au). This already known stellar companion is most likely at the origin of the detected SOPHIE RV variations.
Combined analysis of the SOPHIE + HARPS surveys
Here we combine our SOPHIE AF survey with the similar HARPS survey described in Paper IX to make a global analysis in terms of achieved companion detections, sensitivity and statistics in the 1 to 1000-day period range. In addition to the two GP detected in this period range in this SOPHIE survey (HD 113337b and HD 16232b), we include the three confirmed GP detected in our HARPS survey around two F6V targets (HD 60532b, c and HD 111998b) in the following analysis.
Characteristics of the combined survey
We combine the 125 AF dwarf stars of our SOPHIE sample to the 109 targets of our HARPS survey (Paper IX). Note that nine of our SOPHIE targets were also part of our HARPS sample: HD 13555, HD 25490, HD 29488, HD 102647, HD 197890, HD 199254, HD 211976, HD 218396 and HD 222368 . Our combined AF sample is thus made of N = 225 distinct targets. In the case of the targets with both HARPS and SOPHIE observations, we selected the instrument for which we had the more RV data and the longest time span (i.e. we used the SOPHIE data for HD 102647 and HD 218396, and the HARPS data for the seven other targets) and used the corresponding data in the following. We do not combine HARPS and SOPHIE RV data for these targets as it is not possible here to compute an accurate value of the zero-point between the two RV data sets, the SAFIR RV being relative RV. Furthermore, our detection limits are computed based on an analysis of the RV periodogram (Sect. 4.3). In this context, a HARPS + SOPHIE RV combination might lead to a biased combined periodogram and thus biased detection limits. Hence, using only the RV data set with the most data and the longest time span ensures an unbiased periodogram, but it will lead to slightly more conservative detection limits. Our analysis of the combined survey is then based on 107 targets observed with HARPS and 118 targets observed with SOPHIE. The combination of these two samples is possible because we use the same target selection process (Appendix B). Both samples are thus very similar in terms of stellar physical properties (Fig. 10) .
The median time baseline of our SOPHIE survey is 1448 days (the mean time baseline being 1640 days), with a median spectrum number per target of 23 (36 in average) acquired during a median number of 11 visits (17 in average). These values are smaller than those obtained for our HARPS sample (see Paper IX and Fig. 10 ). This difference is mostly explained by the increased performances and better observing conditions of HARPS compared to SOPHIE. When combining the two surveys, we obtain a median timebase of 1888 days (1832 in average) and a median number of 30 spectra acquired per target.
Stellar intrinsic variability
To characterize the stellar intrinsic variability of our targets, we display in Fig. 11 the RV dispersion (after having removed the companion-induced RV variations) and the mean RV uncertainties (accounting only for the photon noise) of our targets versus their main physical properties (B − V, v sin i, M ), as we did in Paper IX. Our results are similar to what we found in Paper IX: the RV uncertainties, and, at a somewhat less degree, the RV dispersion, are correlated with the v sin i and anti-correlated with the B − V, and consequently (loosely) correlated with the stellar mass. In terms of RV and BIS dispersion, the SOPHIE and HARPS targets show the same behavior (Fig. 12) . The only remarkable differences between the two surveys is the larger mean SOPHIE RV uncertainty compared to HARPS (Fig. 11) , and the relative lack of small RV and BIS dispersion values (< 10 m.s −1 ) for the SOPHIE survey compared to HARPS (Fig. 12) . This is not induced by a difference between the two stellar samples but rather by the decreased spectral resolution (and thus decreased RV accuracy) of SOPHIE with respect to HARPS.
The median RV dispersion is 61 m.s −1 for the combined sample (191 m.s −1 in average), and the median RV uncertainty (not accounting for the instrumental error) is 14 m.s −1 (49 m.s −1 in average). As we detailed before in Lagrange et al. (2009) and Paper IX, the stellar jitter of AF-type MS dwarfs is mainly induced: i) by stellar magnetic activity (spots and faculae) for our later-type (F) targets, and ii) by high-frequency pulsations for our earlier-type (A) targets. These two variability regimes are easily seen on a BIS dispersion versus RV dispersion plot (Fig. 12) . For our targets with a BIS dispersion below ∼20 m.s −1 , there is a correlation of 0.7 (Pearson) between the logarithms of the RV and BIS dispersions, and the BIS dispersion increases with the RV dispersion as follows:
(1)
In contrast, for our targets with a BIS dispersion above ∼20 m.s −1 (mostly pulsation-dominated jitter), the correlation is 0.73 and the BIS dispersion increases with the RV dispersion as follows:
where the exponent to σ RV happens to be twice the one in Eq. 1. For a few of our SOPHIE targets with a RV jitter dominated by stellar activity, we partially corrected the RV stellar variability by using the RV-BIS anti-correlation, as we did in Paper IX. We used the same criterion, i.e. we made a linear fit of the BIS versus RV data and removed it from the RV if the corresponding Pearson's coefficient was above 0.7 in absolute. This was the case for six of our SOPHIE targets (Appendix A). In average, this RV-BIS correction decreases the RV variation amplitude by a 1.6 factor and the RV dispersion (rms) by a 1.7 factor, similarly to what we obtained in Paper IX.
Detection limits
We compute the minimal mass (m p sin i) versus period (P) detection limits for each target with no confirmed GP in our combined survey, except for two targets with too few data points (<10), for which our periodogram-based detection limits are not effective: HD 196724 and HD 216627 from the HARPS sample (see Paper IX), i.e. 219 targets in total. We use the Local Power Analysis (LPA) method (Meunier et al., 2012) to compute the detection limits in the 1 to 2.10 3 -day range on a log-spaced grid of 210 periods. Briefly, the LPA method compares the maximum power of the Lomb-Scargle periodogram of a synthetic planet on a circular orbit to the maximum power of the periodogram of the observed RV within a localized period range to compute the m p sin i detection limits at each period. Our method as well as the LPA process are fully described in Paper IX.
We display our detection limits at meaningful ranges (10, 10 2 and 10 3 days) versus the main stellar properties (B − V, v sin i, mass) in Fig. 13 . On the whole, our results are the same as in Paper IX, i.e. the detection limits are correlated with the v sin i and anti-correlated with the B − V, in agreement with our results on the intrinsic variability. Overall, the SOPHIE targets show slightly higher detection limits than the HARPS targets (Fig. 14) , which is again in agreement with the slightly decreased RV accuracy of SOPHIE compared to HARPS.
We compute the search completeness C(P, m p sin i) of our combined survey by combining the detection limits of all our targets, as we did in Paper IX for the HARPS targets only. For a given couple (P, m p sin i), C gives the fraction of stars in the combined sample for which a companion with a minimal mass m p sin i and an orbital period P (on a circular orbit) would be detected if present, given our observations. We refer to Paper IX for more details. We display our combined survey completeness in Fig. 15 , along with the confirmed GP detected in the combined survey.
Companion occurrence rates
Method summary
We compute the companion frequency around AF, MS stars based on the detected GP and on the detection limits of our 225-target combined sample. Our method is fully detailed in Paper IX and in Appendix C. Briefly:
1. We consider different m p sin i ranges (0.3 to 1-M Jup for "Saturn-mass" GP, 1 to 13-M Jup for "Jupiter-mass" GP, 13 to 80-M Jup for BD) and different period ranges (1-10, 10-10 2 and 10 2 -10 3 days) to define the (m p sin i, P) domains (D) where to compute the companion frequency.
2. We consider two target subsamples depending on the stellar mass: first, our 104 targets with masses above 1.5 M , and second our 121 targets with masses ≤ 1.5 M . 3. We sum the search completeness C(P, m p sin i) over m p sin i and over P in each defined domain D to get the search completeness function C D over D. Excluding the four targets with detected GP (HD 16232, HD 113337 for the SOPHIE survey; HD 60532 and HD 111998 from the HARPS survey) and two targets with too few spectra from the HARPS survey (see above), we compute the search completeness for each domain over 219 targets (respectively 102 and 117 targets for the high and low stellar mass subsamples). 4. For each (P, m p sin i) domain, we estimate the number of systems with missed companions n miss that we potentially did not detect in our survey, based on the search completeness C D and the number n det of systems with one (or more) detected GP. 5. We derive the companion occurrence rate in each domain and for our different mass subsamples using binomial statistics, i.e. by computing the probability distribution function (PDF) of drawing n det systems with detected GP among N = 225 stars, and then compute the product of this PDF by (n det +n miss )/n det to correct for our search incompleteness (see details in Paper IX). The companion occurrence rate corresponds to the companion frequency value with the maximum probability (i.e. to the mode of the PDF). If n det = 0, we consider n det = 1 (as an upper limit) and compute the corresponding upper limit on the occurrence rate.
Results from the combined SOPHIE +HARPS survey
We display our results in details in Table 3 and in Fig. 16 .
Companion frequency vs m p sin i 1. We first consider companions with masses in the 13-80 M Jup range. We do not detect any such companion in the 1-10 3 day range. Our completeness in this m p sin i domain is close to 100%. We thus obtain an upper limit on the BD occurrence rate of 3.5-4% (at a 1σ uncertainty, as we will write hereafter) for both our A-and F-type samples for periods below 1000 days. The differences in occurrence rates between our stellar mass subsamples or between the different considered period ranges are negligible (Fig. 16) . Given that these estimations are still upper limits on the occurrence rates (no actual detection), they are compatible with our previous statistical analysis on HARPS targets only (Paper IX). These upper limits on the BD-mass companion occurrence rates are roughly twice smaller than in Paper IX (which is in agreement with a sample twice larger). Our upper limits on the BD occurrence rate around AF stars (≤ 4% at 1σ) are compatible with the results obtained for solar-mass stars. The close BD occurrence rate for solarmass stars is estimated to be < 1% for P < 5 yr (or sma 3 au, see Grether & Lineweaver, 2006 ) and around 0.6% for P 1 yr (Sahlmann et al., 2011 , Grieves et al., 2017 . Jones et al. (2017) found an occurrence rate of 1.2 1.5 −0.4 % for BD companions within 5 au around evolved intermediate-mass giant stars off the Main-Sequence (1.6 2 0.5 % when restricted to stars ≥ 1.5 M ), which is also compatible with our constrains. Interestingly, these authors did not detect any BD companion within 2 au from their targets, in agreement with our results. In short, we do not find any significant difference so far in terms of close BD companion frequency between AF dwarfs and FGK dwarfs, and between AF dwarfs and GK subgiants. 2. We then consider 'Jupiter-mass' companions (1 ≤ m p sin i ≤ 13 M Jup ). The GP system occurrence rate for our full AF sample in the 1-10 3 day range is 2.5 +2 −0.7 %, which is slightly lower than (but still compatible with) the 3 +4.7 −0.6 % value we obtained in Paper IX. If looking at our two stellar mass subsamples separately, we find that the five planetary-mass companions with periods within 10 3 days we considered in this analysis all happen to orbit around stars < 1.5 M . For this low-M subsample, our survey completeness is close to 90% (almost the same as in Paper IX); the occurrence rate is 3.7 +2.8 −1.1 % (P ≤ 10 3 days), which is very close to the value we found in Paper IX, but with a significantly lower uncertainty. This result is compatible with the ∼ 4 ± 1% GP frequency found by Cumming et al. (2008) for GP above 1 M Jup with sma below 2 au orbiting around FGK solar-like stars. For our high-mass subsample, we do not detect any GP and get a completeness of 50%. We thus constrain the 1-13 M Jup GP system occurrence rate around A-type stars to be 6% (1σ) for P ≤ 10 3 days. This upper limit is two to three times lower than the upper limit we obtained in Paper IX (in agreement with a sample twice larger). Still, we cannot infer from this result if the GP occurrence rate around Atype stars is significantly different from the value we derive 2 -day and 10 3 -day LPA detection limits. Blue: SOPHIE targets; orange: HARPS targets.
for our F-type targets, or from the GP occurrence rate provided by Cumming et al. (2008) for FGK dwarf stars. We can only say that the occurrence rate of "super-Jupiter" GP does not steeply rise for A-type dwarfs compared to FGK dwarfs for P ≤ 10 3 days. Given the remaining uncertainty, it is still compatible with the increased global GP frequency versus stellar mass predicted by the core-accretion theory (Kennedy & Kenyon, 2008 , see also below). 3. Finally, we consider "Saturn-mass" (0.3 ≤ m p sin i ≤ 1 M Jup ) companions around our lower-mass targets (≤ 1.5 M ). We Table 3 . GP occurrence rate around AF dwarf stars. The parameters are displayed in normal, bold or italic fonts when considering the full star sample, the most massive (> 1.5 M ) stars only or the least massive (≤ 1.5 M ) stars only, respectively. For m p sin i in the 0.3 to 1-M Jup range, we display the GP occurrence rate and other parameters only for our low-M subsample, as our completeness is almost null in this domain for our higher-mass targets. The sixth column gives the value derived from the binomial statistics based on n det or n det , while the ninth column gives the corresponding GP occurrence rate or upper limit at a 1σ uncertainty. do not detect any such companion in our SOPHIE survey. It was already the case for our HARPS survey (Paper IX). With a completeness between 75% (1 ≤ P ≤ 10 days) and 40% (10 2 ≤ P ≤ 10 3 days), we constrain the occurrence rate to be ≤ 3.5% and ≤ 8.6% (1σ), respectively. These upper limits are roughly twice lower than those we obtained in Paper IX for the HARPS survey only.
Companion frequency vs period -For BD-mass companions, our completeness is above 90% for all the considered period ranges between 1 and 10 3 days; thus there is no really significant difference between the occurrence rate values we get for these period ranges.
In the case of planetary-mass companions, five out of the six GP we detected (at the exception of the candidate HD 113337c with its longer, ∼3260-day, period) belong to a somewhat Fig. 15 . Search completeness of our combined survey. From bottom to top: 0 to 100% search completeness (i.e. the fraction of stars with good enough detection limits to rule out a companion of a given m p sin i at a given orbital period P). Black dots: confirmed GP detected in the combined survey. Note that HD 16232b (which detection was confirmed by Kane et al. (2015) ) is included here (see Sect. 3.1.2).
limited (P, m p sin i) domain, with orbital periods between 200 and 1000 days and minimal masses between 1 and 10 M Jup . Our sensitivity to companions in this domain ranges from 20-30% to 70-80%; we achieve a better completeness closer to the star, yet we do not detect any GP for these smaller periods. We remind that SAFIR preliminary tests based on ELODIE RV had shown to be able to re-detect a known P∼3-day Hot Jupiter (Galland et al., 2005a) and to detect a P∼28-day BD (Galland et al., 2006) . Thus, this apparent 'concentration' of GP at the largest considered period ranges is most probably not induced by a bias in our method.
In terms of companion frequency, we constrain the Hot Jupiter (P < 10 or < 10 2 days) occurrence rate to be below ≤ 3% for our targets ≤ 1.5 M and to be below ≤ 4.5-6.5% for our targets > 1.5 M . These upper limits on the occurrence rates and their 1σ uncertainties are decreased by a factor ∼2 compared to Paper IX. In the case of our low-mass targets, this "Hot Jupiter" upper limit is smaller than (but still compatible with) the 4.1 +3 −1.2 % value we get in the 10 2 -10 3 -day range (where most of our detected GP are located). This result is compatible with a possible increase of the GP frequency with the orbital period, at least for our low-mass subsample. Based on the core-accretion theory, Kennedy & Kenyon (2009) predicted that GP would be found at longer periods around more massive stars. The fact that we do not detect any GP around our high-mass targets in the 1-10 3 -day range could be in agreement with such a trend (although it remains speculative as long as we are not able to constraint the occurrence rate of GP on wider (∼3-5 au) orbits around A-type stars (with the help of direct imaging surveys and/or Gaia).
Since we do not detect any Hot Jupiter in our sample, we only have an upper limit on the Hot Jupiter frequency, i.e. ≤ 3-4.5% (1σ). Then, we cannot tell if there is a difference with the Hot Jupiter rates of 0.5 to 1.5% derived for FGK MS stars (Santerne et al., 2016) . Since several Hot Jupiters have Fig. 16 . Constraints on companion occurrence rates from our combined SOPHIE + HARPS survey. From top to bottom: brown dwarf companions (13-80 M Jup ), 'Jupiter-mass' companions (1-13 M Jup ), . From left to right on each row: period ranges of 1-10, 10-100, and 100-1000 days. Cyan: stellar mass ≤ 1.5 M subsample (with 1σ error bars in blue). Orange: stellar mass > 1.5 M subsample (with 1σ error bars in red). Actual occurrence rates are displayed in full color (n det ≥ 1) and upper limits (n det = 0) are displayed in hatch.
recently been detected by transits and Doppler tomography around AF stars (see e.g. Bourrier et al., 2015 , Stevens et al., 2016 , Crouzet et al., 2017 , McLeod et al., 2017 , Zhou et al., 2017 , it would be highly interesting to compare our constraints on the Hot Jupiter frequencies around AF stars with similar statistics derived from transit survey results.
Comparison to other stars -The GP occurrence rate (3.7 +2.8 −1.1 %) we derive for our F-type (1 to 1.5 M ) subsample shows no significant difference when compared to solar-like FGK stars. However, our upper limit on the GP occurrence rate (≤ 6.3% at 1σ) around A-type stars (1.5-2.5 M ) is significantly smaller than both the GP frequencies around GK subgiants (11 ± 2%) and giants ( 15 +8 −3 %) derived in approximately the same period ranges by Johnson et al. (2010) and Reffert et al. (2015) , respectively. Since we compute our detection limits only for circular orbits (as it is the common approach; see Paper IX for more details), the uncertainties on our companion occurrence rates are slightly underestimated by not considering a variable companion eccentricity, and might still be compatible with the above results. Still, this discrepancy in the GP occurrence rate between our A-type subsample and the evolved star samples of Johnson et al. (2010) and Reffert et al. (2015) remains significant. A possible interpretation is that different stellar properties (stellar mass, metallicity, ...) significantly impact the formation and evolution of giant planets (see e.g. Ghezzi et al., 2018) .
Finally, it is also interesting to compare the companion frequency around AF MS stars to the companion population around white dwarfs (WD), as the latter typically have AF-type progenitors. Based on searches for an infrared excess in the WD spectral energy distribution, Farihi et al. (2005) and Girven et al. (2011) estimated the global BD occurrence rate around WD to be 1% (this estimation should be robust, as WD are ideal targets to search for low-mass stellar and substellar companions, due to their low luminosity). This result is consistent with the overall 3-4% upper limit we obtain on the BD occurrence rate in the 1-10 3 -day period range. It is also in agreement with the absence of BD detections within 2 au from the primary reported by Jones et al. (2017) for subgiant stars. We note that our upper limit for the considered periods (P = 10 3 days, or sma 2.5-3 au) roughly corresponds to the closest orbits for which a substellar companion is expected to avoid engulfment during the red giant transition (Mustill & Villaver, 2012 , Nordhaus & Spiegel, 2013 .
Conclusion
We have carried out a systematic RV search for BD and GP companions around 125 northern AF MS dwarfs with SOPHIE. This survey has led to the detection of one (possibly two) GP around the F6V dwarf HD 113337 and does not contradict the existence of the already reported GP around HD 16232. We additionally detected fourteen high-mass and/or distant companions based on high-amplitude RV variations or longterm RV trends, of which twelve are probably of stellar nature, based either on CCF and/or FWHM variations or independent detection from the literature. We finally detected one (possibly two) faint SB2 binary based on a strong RV-FWHM correlation and complex low-amplitude RV variations (HD 191195 and hypothetically HD 185395) .
We combined this SOPHIE survey to the HARPS twin survey detailed in Paper IX to conduct a global statistical study of the BD/GP occurrence rate within ∼2-2.5 au around AF MS stars. We were able to derive good constraints on these occurrence rates, with a BD occurrence rate below 3-4% and a GP (1 < m p sin i < 13 M Jup ) occurrence rate below 3 to 5% for periods below 100 days and of 4 +3 −1 % for periods in the 10 2 -10 3 day range and stellar masses below 1.5 M . Our BD occurrence rates are compatible with the BD frequencies reported both for FGK dwarfs and for evolved GK subgiants and giants. Our GP occurrence rates for stars with masses in the 1-1.5 M range are compatible with the GP frequencies reported for FGK dwarfs. However, our upper limits on the GP frequency around stars with masses in the 1.5-2.5 M range are somewhat smaller than the GP frequencies reported for evolved GK stars, which are considered to be their descendants. The fact that we do not detect any GP around our A-type targets (compared to the six GP detected or reported for our Ftype targets) is compatible with the prediction that GP form further away from the primary and migrate less with an increasing stellar mass, though it does not confirm it. Our results can be of interest for planetary population synthesis studies (see e.g. Mordasini et al., 2009 Mordasini et al., , 2012 , especially when considering the influence of the stellar mass on the planetary formation and migration processes. In this context, the astrometry from Gaia will probe with an unprecedented sensitivity the GP population at a few au around A-type stars in the solar neighborhood, thus allowing a promising synergy with our RV survey (Sozzetti, 2015 , Sahlmann et al., 2016 .
Finally, we did not detect any Hot Jupiter out of our 225-target sample, constraining their occurrence rate to be below 3 to 5% if considering A and F stars separately. While this result does not show a significant difference with the results reported for solar-mass stars, it would be of great interest to compare it to a statistical study of the Hot Jupiters that have recently been detected by transits around more distant AF stars. Prieto & Lambert (1999) . The survey results include the observation time baseline (TBL), the number of computed spectra N m , the peak-to-peak (i.e., maximum-tominimum) amplitude A, rms and mean uncertainty <U> on the RV and BIS measurements, the RV-BIS correlation (Pearsons coefficient), and the mean FWHM (<FW>). V stands for our RV variability criterion (Paper IX), with V for RV variable stars and C for RV constant targets. The CL column reports the correction applied on the RV, if any ( †: correction from binary or planetary fit; : correction from RV-BIS activity correlation). 
Stellar characteristics
Here, for each target (i) of our sample without a detected planet, we have δ i = 1 if the computed detection limit at this (P, m p sin i) node is < m p sin i and δ i = 0 otherwise. We compute C(P, m p sin i) for all the targets of our SOPHIE +HARPS combined sample without a detected planet and with more than 10 spectra (219 targets overall). We compute the search completeness function using the detection limits computed from RV corrected from binary trends or RV-BIS correlations where appropriate.
Then, lets consider a (P, m p sin i) domain ranging from P 1 to P 2 in periods and from m p1 sin i to m p2 sin i in minimal masses, the (P, m p sin i) grid being the same as used for the detection limit computation. The number of systems with detected planets within this domain is n det (i.e. a system with two planets within the same given domain counts for one). To derive the search completeness of our sample over D, we have to sum the search completeness function C(P, m p sin i) over the period and the minimal mass ranges: For a given domain D with a search completeness C D and n det systems with planets, the search completeness may be far from 100%. It is thus necessary to estimate the number n miss of potentially missed planets in order to correct for this incompleteness (Howard et al., 2011) . We define n miss as follows:
Now we can derive the GP occurrence rate and its 1σ and 2σ uncertainties. We use binomial statistics, computing the binomial distribution of n det GP systems among the N targets. Given the probability p of having one (or more) GP around one given star, we compute the probability f of drawing drawing n det systems among the N stellar targets of our sample as follows:
The result is the probability density function (PDF) of the GP occurrence rate (i.e., probability density versus f ) in the given (P, m p sin i) domain. The GP occurrence rate is thus equal to the probability f for which the PDF is the highest, multiplied by (n det + n miss )/n det to account for the missed GP (see illustration in Paper IX). To derive the 1σ or 2σ uncertainties, we integrate the PDF and compute its standard deviations at ∼68 or ∼95%, respectively.
In the case of a domain with no detected GP (i.e. n det = 0), we (re-)define n det = 1, n miss = 1/C D 1, and compute the corresponding occurrence rate. The obtained value is then an upper limit on the real GP occurrence rate. Fig. D.1 . HD 113337 spectroscopic data. Top row, from left to right: RV time series, Lomb-Scargle RV periodogram, CLEAN RV periodogram, and observational window function. The 2-planet Keplerian fit is overplotted (red curve) on the RV, as well as the Keplerian fit of the second candidate planet only (blue curve). Second and third rows: BIS and FWHM time series, corresponding Lomb-Scargle and CLEAN periodograms, and correlations with the RV data. Fourth row: RV residuals from planet b, corresponding Lomb-Scargle and CLEAN periodograms, and correlation with the BIS. The Keplerian fit of the candidate second planet is overplotted on the RV residuals (red curve). Fifth row: the same, for the RV residuals of the 2-planet Keplerian fit. Note: on all Lomb-Scargle periodograms, the 1% false-alarm probability (FAP) is plotted in red. On all periodograms, the periods of planet b and/or candidate planet c are plotted in blue.
give a main mid-term RV periodicity of 260 or 150 days, depending on the selected time slice. We thus conclude that the observed θ Cyg RV variations around ∼150 days are probably not really periodic but rather quasi-periodic. This does not favour the hypothesis of a substellar companion for which the RV periodicity would have to be more stable. Fig. D.2 . HD 16232 spectroscopic data. First row (from left to right): HD 16232 RV time series from K15, corresponding LombScargle and CLEAN periodograms, and window function. The Keplerian fit of HD 16232b we obtained with yorbit based on the K15 data is overplotted (red) to the RV, as well as the linear drift (blue). Second row: the same for the RV expected from the Keplerian+linear fit of K15 data extrapolated at the epochs of our SOPHIE observations, plus added noise. Third row: the same for the SOPHIE RV time series. The linear fit we computed with yorbit based on the SOPHIE RV is overplotted to the RV (red solid line). Note that each RV data set (SOPHIE and K15 data) was independently centered on 0, hence the global RV offset between the
